Do you wish your staff were more ready to take on advocacy activities?

Could your parents benefit from a better understanding of the policies and public resources that support quality ECE?

Would you like a better grasp of the different things we can do to make an impact?

**THIS TRAINING IS FOR YOU!**

Tailor the training to meet your needs. We currently offer:

- A 20-minute introduction to advocacy: Why Speak Up for Quality?
- A 15-minute mini-workshop on advocacy by phone
- An hour-long workshop that briefly covers the importance of advocacy from a variety of angles
- A 2-hour training that has more time for interaction and discussion.

Each segment is designed with best adult education practice in mind—with lots of interaction and hands-on learning.

For more information, or to schedule a facilitator to present a workshop, contact:
Eleanor Levie at eleanorlevie@gmail.com or Pamela Haines at pamela.haines@firstup.org.